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Moreover with regard to fuzzy plausibility measures we specify a concept of mean values and cntropics, which can bc considered as a direct generalization of the classical notions of mean value and entropy based upon probability measures.
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INTRODUCTION
The fundamental notions of the theory of probability are e~errt, prohuhilit,t~ of an event, and reulkution of the system of all events. Referring to Los [9, 10 (cf. Sect. 46 in [ 151; Sects. I.1 and I.2 in [ 11 I), this concept can be described as follows: The set of all events forms a Boolean algebra B. The unit (zero) element Q (0) is said to be the certain (impossible) event. The probability is a mapping from the Boolean algebra IEB to the real unit interval satisfying the following axioms 
A realization of IF! is a mapping Q from B to the Boolean algebra (0, 1 ) consisting of two elements only; and we use the terminology: An event h E B occurs with respect to a realization w if and only if o(b) = 1. The importance of the notion "realization" is due to the fact that the concept of realizations permit a measure-theoretical interpretation of the real number p(h)-the so-called probability of the event b. Precisely, we have the following theorem (cf. [9, 71) : Let r,, be the product topology on the set Q := (0, 1 }" of all realizations of 5 with respect to the discrete topology The aim of this paper is to generalize the probability (measure) p in such a way that for all hi B a measure-theoretical interpretation of p(h) is possible-i.e., we develop a generalized probability theory on the condition that measure-theoretical tools remain applicable. This restriction is essential, in order to have a natural definition of the mean value as well as of the entropy with respect to (B, p).
First we weakeh the axiom (PR) and obtain the concept of plausibility measures introduced by Shafer [ 14 (cf. [ 131) . Second, we extend the range of plausibility measures and arrive at the class of,fuzzJ, plausibility measures.
The importance of the concept of ,fuxy plausibilities is based on the fact that with respect to fuzzy plausibility measures we are in the position to give a precise, mathematical meaning of the following statement: "Zt is unlikelJ3 that the possihilit~~ of' the event h is at least t"'m--i.e., the probability that the possibility of h is at least t, is smaller than 10 4. Finally we discuss some concrete examples, in which fuzzy plausibility measures appear quite naturally. (b) Since (PR) implies (PL), we obtain that every probability measure is a plausibility measure. are also investigated in [21] .
(c) Every strict positive possibility measure p on an abstract Boolean algebra 5 (cf. [20] )-i.e., every map p: B + [0, l] equipped with the properties:
is a plausibility measure on IB. EXAMPLE 1.3. Let A' be an arbitrary, nonvoid set, D =9'(X) be the power set of X, and let {C, ,..., C,,} be a finite covering3 of X. Every n-tuple (A,);=, E 10, 11" with I:'=, A, = 1 induces a plausibility measure P(K on Y(X) as follows: P;(A)=~ iA> AnC,f0a) VA E P(X).
(1.1)
If (C I,...) C,,) is a chain-e.g., C, E Cz E . . . 5 C,,-then p(; is a strict possibility measure. Moreover, if X is finite, and if each C, contains exact one point (i = l,..., n), then p; is a probability measure.
From Theorem 1.12 in [7] (cf. Main theorem 2.3 in [7] ), we derive the following important The above theorem in connection with the terminology described in the Introduction permits an interpretation of plausibility measures as follows:
(1) The certain event occurs always; the impossible event occurs never. Obviously .9(B) is a compact subset of (0, 1 )" with respect to r,,. Further let ,u be a plausibility measure on B. We define a mapping e(ItB,p):
The extended real number [e(@ p)]( ) o can be interpreted as the informution represented by the realization o with respect to p. Moreover, the relation =u ({w~.P(B),o(h)=Oi(b~iE!,r<-ln(l-p(b))} is valid; i.e., e(@ cl) is Bore1 measurable. Identifying ,H with the regular Bore1 probability measure \I/~ (cf. Theorem 1.4) we are in the position to define the "average of information"Pthe so-called entropy E( 5, p) of (I& cl) as (a) Let p be a probability measure on atomless Boolean algebra B. Then [e(iEI, p)](o) = + cc, and therewith the entropy E([EB, p) is infinite.
(b) Let ~1 be a probability measure on an atomic Boolean algebra B, and let .d be the set of all atoms of 1EB. Then B is isomorphic to the power hence v,* { w,, , 0, ESZ} = I-i.e., the outer measure of the subset {UC, 7 n t d} of Y(B) is equal to 1. Therefore we obtain from (1.2) and (1.3) (c) If the plausibility measure p is a probability measure, then the sections (a) and (b) show that the concept of entropies defined in (1.3) is the usual one (cf. [4, 171) . In this section we are interested in the behaviour of the entropies with respect to possibility measures. Therefore let X be an arbitrary nonvoid set, B =9(X) be the power set of X, {C,, i= I,..., n} b e a finite covering of X with 4 #C, $ C, $ ... G+ C,_, $ C, = X, and let (Ai):= r be a n-tuple of real numbers lj with O< /zi6 1, C;=, ll;= 1 (cf. Example 1.3). Referring to (1.1) a possibility measure ,u,; on 9(X) is given by p:(A) = 1 {A,, A n C, f @}.
Since ,u,; is determined by the fuzzy subset .f of X defined by (cf. [20] ), ,f'(x)=p;; {x} VXEX, we conclude from (1.5) that the entropy E(P(X), 11;) depends only on the differences of the values of.6 In particular, if the differences are "constant" i.e., A, = l/n, i = l,..., n-we derive from ( 1.5) the
,I-~ 1;
i.e., contrary to the case of probability measures the entropy of possibility measures corresponding to 2 with Ai= l/n are bounded. This situation is not very surprising, since the information represented by the realization of possibility measures is "smaller" than the information represented by the realizations of probability measures (cf. Introduction and Remark 1.5). 
Further let p be a plausibility measure on B, and let vI, be the regular Bore1 probability measure on 10, 1 fi' corresponding to 11 (cf. Theorem 1.4). The mean value of a B-fuzzy nonnegative real number F w.r.t. p can be introduced as follows (cf.
[S]):
(1.7)
From Theorem 1.4 in connection with (1.7) we obtain the important property (cf. Corollary 2 in [8] ):
if l F, dp < + x V,. In particular, if p is a probability measure, then 1 Fdp coincides with the usual Lebesgue integral (cf. [12, 161) .
FUZZY PLAUSIBILITY MEASURES IN THE CASE OF L= {O,;, 1)
A fuzzy subset F of { 0, f, 1 } (i.e., F: { 0, f, 1 } + [0, 11) is said to be a (0, $, 1 j-valued fuzzy q uantity (cf. Sect. ti( t, F) = 0 o F is certainly not greater than t.
In this sense d( { 0, t, 1 }) can be considered as a fuzzilication of the unit interval.
Notation.
Let 06 (R) be a nonvoid subset of a Boolean algebra B, and let rK (JR) be a mapping from 06 to {I, 1 } (from R to {f, 1)). Then rK i sk is a mapping from K u R to {f, 1) defined by Obviously E,,(B, cl) is not independent of the Bore1 measure V~ associated with p (cf. Remark 2.3). Therefore let A!,, be the set of all regular Bore1 probability measures v,, on {O, 4, 1 } n satisfying the conditions (FR') and WL'). Then C,(b P) = {$(R ~1, vA, E&,} is said to be the set of all entropies of (IEI, p). In particular, if C,,( B, 11) n C{ + co } is nonvoid, then Z,(lEI, p)nC{ + co} is a convex subset of Iw+. Remark 2.6 (Mean value with respect to (0, 4, 1 }-fuzzy plausibility measures).
Corresponding to the foregoing remark we specify two different methods for the construction of the mean value of &fuzzy nonnegative real numbers with respect to { 0, 4, 1 }-fuzzy plausibility measures. Further let AA, be the set of all regular Bore_1 probability measures v, on { 0, i, 1 } ' satisfying (FR') and (FPL'). Then 1 F dp := { SFydv,, vP E A!,} is said to be the set of all mean values_of F with respect to p. In particular, if lFdpnC{+co}. IS nonvoid, then l F dp n C{ + co } is a convex subset of [w+. (ii) There exists a regular Bore1 probability measure V~ on [0, 11" and (PO). Referring to Theorem 3.3, we are in the position to associate with every fuzzy plausibility measure p a probability measure \I~, which is supported by the set C&J(B) of all possiblity measures on 5. In this context we interpret the real number 1 -p(b)(a) as the probability that the possibility of b is at least a. Moreover vV is not uniquely determined by the properties (FR') and (FPL') (cf. Remark 2.3).
(b) For every fuzzy plausibility measure p on B the relation is valid; and therewith every fuzzy plausibility measure p is isotone-i.e., ~1 fulfills the property
(c) The set of all fuzzy plausibility measures on an abstract Boolean algebra is convex (cf. Theorem 3.3).
An important nontrivial class of fuzzy plausibility measures consists of the so-called strict positive fuzzy possibility measures specified as follows. is an ordinary (finite additive) probability measure -i.e., there exists a probability measure 0 on B such that p(h) = FO,hj V'he B. Therefore the class of 'tfuzzy probability measures" coincides with the class of ordinary probability measures. An explanation of the above situation is given in the following EXAMPLE.
An urn Q contains exactly three balls coloured white, red, and green, respectively. Further let X be the set consisting of the colours white, red, and green. A ball B is drawn from the urn at random. In order to obtain a decision concerning the colour of B, this experiment is observed by two persons P, and P,:
(a) (crisp case) Decision. A subset A of X (i.e., A Ed) occurs if and only if P, or P2 asserts that the colour of B is contained in A.
We ask the question: Howl great is the uncertainty or more precisely the plausibility that the colour "red'-i.e., A = {red}-occurs?
Solution. Let B, (B,, BG) be the white (red, green) ball, and let W(R, G) be the white (red, green) colour; i. Case 1. P, and P, are sound; then we obtain: f&= { W}, fs, = {R}, fBG = {G}. Hence the (crisp) plausibility p(A) that the subset A of X occurs, is given by the formula p(A)=i(Bd2,fsnA#0} VA E 9(X).
Obviously p is a probability measure on P(X) and, as usual, the probability that the colour "red" occurs is equal to 4. Cuse 2. P, is sound, but P2 is unsound, e.g., P, has a visual error, such that P, recognizes white as white, but red as green and, vice versa, green as red. Then we obtain .fSw = 1 WI> JeR =fs, = {R G}.
Again the (crisp) plausibility p(A) that the subset A of X occurs is given by the formula p(A)=i{BEQ,f,nA#IZI} and contrary to Case 1 the plausibility that "red" occurs, is equal to f.
(b) (noncrisp case) PI is sound, and P2 is colour-blind, e.g., P, recognizes white as white, but red and green as grey. Therefore in general, P, is not able to bring about a crisp decision concerning the colour of the ball B.
FUZZJ decision.
(1) The degree that a subset A of X occurs, is 1 (i.e., A occurs) if and only if P, or P, asserts that the colour of B is contained in A. The degree that a subset A of X occurs, is 0 (i.e., A does not occur) if and only if P, and P, asserts that the colour of B is not contained in A. (2) The occurrence of a subset A of X is undecidable, i.e., the degree that A occurs, is 4, if and only if P, asserts that the colour of B is not contained in A, and P, asserts that he is unable to decide whether the colour of B is or is not contained in A. We ask the question: How great is the uncertainty or, more precisely, the plausibility that the degree of the occurrence of "red" is 1 (or at least i)? Therefore the fuzzy plausibility p(A) of A-i.e., the plausibility that the subset A of X occurs to a certain degree-is given by the following formula
In particular f (f) is the plausibility or more precisely the probability that the degree of the occurrence of "red" is 1 (at least 4).
Remark.
The above construction of fuzzy plausibility measures shows that fuzzy plausibility measures can be used as a natural, mathematical tool in problems involving some specific kind of subjectivity. Obviously the foregoing example deals with two fundamentally different kinds of subjectivity caused by the illness of P,, the first kind can still be described by a crisp model (cf. Case 2), while the second kind of subjectivity requires a fuzzy model, which leads direct to the concept of fuzzy plausibility measures.
CONCLUSIONS
The axioms of fuzzy plausibility measures are certain rules, according to which the two fundamental notions of uncertainty, probability, and possibility, can be composed. Referring to the work of Feron [2] fuzzy plausibility measures p on an abstract Boolean algebra E! can be considered as the probability distributions of a specific class of random fuzzy subsets of B (cf. Theorem 1.4, 2.2, and 3.3). Moreover, the concept of mean values and entropies with respect to (& p) shows that an information theory based upon fuzzy plausibility measures is possible. Finally a concrete example (cf. Sect. 4) emphasizes the applicability of fuzzy plausibility measures to real-world problems.
